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of capecitabine to colon cancer
cells using nano polymeric micelles based on beta
cyclodextrin

Hossein Ameli and Nina Alizadeh *

Nano polymeric micelles (nano PMs) help to increase accessibility to tumor sites, decrease side effects and

allow controlled drug dissemination over a long period of time. The aim of this study was to optimize the

delivery of the anticancer drug capecitabine (CAP) using nano PMs and cyclodextrin (CD) to allow the

treatment of colon cancer. A pH-responsive copolymer was prepared and the variables of loading time,

loading temperature, the amount of copolymer and also the ratio of acrylic/maleic copolymer to beta

CD and the effect that these variables have on drug loading were investigated, with variable optimization

studies carried out following a definitive screening design (DSD). The morphology and structure of the

particles were determined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR)

spectroscopy. In vitro drug release exemplified that the micelles were pH-sensitive, this action was

shown that firstly the drug release was done perfectly targeted and under control and secondly the drug

has been released above 80% inside the colon.
1. Introduction

The trend in the pharmaceutical industry is to generate
sustained-release formulations for drugs that require multiple
daily doses to improve patient compliance and avoid the peaks
and troughs in the drug plasma concentration oen observed
with the frequent dosing of immediate-release formulations.
Recently, there has been interest in designing colon-specic
drug delivery systems for the treatment of colon cancer, irri-
table bowel syndrome, inammatory bowel disease (IBD) and
infectious diseases.1–4 Oral administration of drugs in the form
of a colon-specic delivery system would increase drug
bioavailability at the target site, reducing drug dose and
systemic adverse effects. However, conventional oral dosage
forms are ineffective in delivering drugs to the colon due to
their absorption or degradation in the upper gastrointestinal
tract.5–8 Capecitabine (CAP), an oral prodrug of 5-uorouracil (5-
FU), is widely used in colorectal cancer,9–13 and once it reaches
the systemic circulation shows rapid absorption and converts
into its activemetabolite 5-FU via a tri-enzymatic step reaction.14

Due to a short elimination half-life of 0.5–1 h and prescribed
twice-daily dosing of 2.5 g m�2, CAP causes severe adverse
effects (cardiotoxicity, bone marrow depression, diarrhoea,
nausea, vomiting, etc.) and creates an undesirable drug plasma
concentration in the body.15,16 Taking these issues as a major
concern, there is a need to fabricate a controlled delivery system
of CAP to maintain a therapeutic plasma drug concentration for
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an extended period. Thus, a reduction in adverse effects with
improved patient compliance can be achieved. However,
particle growth, unpredictable gelation tendency, burst release
and drug expulsion aer the polymeric transition process limits
the practical usefulness of capecitabine (CAP). Hence, there is
a need for an alternative drug delivery system for CAP to
improve its therapeutic efficacy. Cyclodextrins (CDs) are natu-
rally available water-soluble cyclic oligosaccharide-1,4-linked-
glucopyranoses composed of six or more glucose units.17 Due
to their unique structural, physical and chemical properties,
cyclodextrins and their derivatives have been of great interest
for use in various elds, such asmedicine, drug, agriculture, the
cosmetics industry, and analytical chemistry. In particular, in
the last few decades, the applications of cyclodextrins and their
derivatives in the pharmaceutical industry have attracted
research interest. Cyclodextrins are well known for their ability
to increase solubility, dissolution rate and bioavailability of
loaded drugs.18 They have a ring structure with a hydrophilic
outer surface and lipophilic cavity, which give them the ability
to form non-covalent inclusion complexes with drug molecules
of an appropriate size. Inclusion complexes have been very well
explored to improve the water solubility and chemical stability
of drugs.19 The vast microbiota present in the colon, especially
Bacteroides, break CDs into small saccharides via fermenta-
tion,20–22 thus leading to rapid drug release. Moreover, the
formation of short-chain fatty acids via the fermentation of CDs
provides benets to the maintenance of the health and integrity
of the colonic epithelium.23 These properties render CDs useful
colon-targeting carriers. A combination of nano polymeric
micelles (nano PMs) and b-CD can improve the drug loading
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 4681–4691 | 4681
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capacity and therapeutic efficacy of drugs with poor water
solubility. Recently, nano polymeric PMs have drawn major
attention in drug delivery due to their properties, such as small
particle size, good thermodynamic stability, increase in the
solubility of hydrophobic drugs, prolonged drug release, and
avoiding recognition by the reticuloendothelial system (RES).
Nano PMs comprise a drug-loading core and a hydrophilic
shell. An amphiphilic block copolymer forms micelles when in
contact with an aqueous vehicle via self-assembly, resulting in
hydrophobic interactions wherein hydrophobic drugs can be
encapsulated into the central core of micelles through hydro-
phobic interactions.24–26 These novel carriers have been
successfully investigated for the delivery of various anticancer
drugs, such as paclitaxel,27–29 doxorubicin,30,31 methotrexate,32,33

etc., to improve their therapeutic efficacy. Polymeric micelles
are a class of colloidal dispersions, generally formed from
amphiphilic block copolymers at or above their critical micelle
concentration (CMC). These copolymers are composed of two
distinct hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains. Due to the local
phase separation of these hydrophobic and hydrophilic
segments in aqueous solution, the copolymers can self-
assemble into the spherical core–shell structure of the PMs.
During micellization, the hydrophobic blocks of the copolymers
self-associate into the micelle centre, away from the aqueous
surroundings, to decrease the free energy of the system.
However, the hydrophobic blocks locate between the core and
external environment to form a shell (or corona). The presence
of this hydrophilic corona makes the micelles stable and
stealthy, helping them to avoid the RES, also allowing their
prolonged circulation and residence time in the bloodstream.
These advantages, together with their small size (100 nm), make
PMs promising carriers for the administration of various
insoluble and poorly soluble pharmaceutics that can be incor-
porated into the hydrophobic core of the micelles.34–37 Another
advantage of PMs is their ability to form various types of pH-
responsive drug delivery systems depending on the encapsu-
lated drug and physiological destination. The incorporation of
pH-sensitive groups into the core-forming blocks makes PMs
sensitive to environmental pH. In the most common strategy,
ionization of the pH-sensitive groups of the inner blocks
converts the micelle core from hydrophobic to hydrophilic,
resulting in the demicellization of the copolymers and rapid
release of the encapsulated hydrophobic drug. PMs containing
acidic groups in their inner core can be used to design smart
oral drug delivery systems.38–42 Such assemblies are stable at the
acidic pH of the stomach because their inner blocks are in their
unionized and hydrophobic form. Upon a pH increase in the
intestine, the acidic groups start deprotonation, which
increases the electrostatic charge and hydrophilicity of the
inner part, leading to micelle dissociation and drug release.
Under certain pH conditions the functional groups presented
along the backbone and side chains of the polymer undergo
ionization that leads to a conformational change in the polymer
resulting in its swelling or dissolution. pH-sensitive polymers
are thus a class of polyelectrolytes with ionic functional groups
that are weakly acidic (e.g., carboxylic and sulfonic acids) or
basic (e.g., amines, imidazole, and pyridine).43–47
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Acrylic/maleic copolymer is a copolymer of maleic anhydride
and acrylic acid, which does not degrade below pH 7. The
coating of pH-sensitive polymers to the tablets, capsules or
pellets provide delayed release and protect the active drug from
gastric uid. A combination of nano PMs and b-CD can improve
the drug loading capacity and therapeutic efficacy of poorly
water soluble drugs. Nano PMs with CD is a pH-independent
nanocomposite that contributes toward the delivery of drugs
in the colon. In the analysis of problems affected by several
factors with possible interactions, statistical screening methods
are oen adopted to select the parameters that actually affect
the response variable and to eliminate irrelevant ones. This is
particularly useful at the beginning of an investigation when
little or no information is available for the system of interest.
Recently, a new class of three-level designs, so-called denitive
screening designs (DSD), has been proposed by Jones and
Nachtsheim.48 DSD allows the assessment of active effects, two-
factor interactions and pure-quadratic effects in the presence of
effector sparsity. This allows a dramatic reduction in the
number of experiments, thus enabling signicant savings in
time and cost of materials. The denitive screening design
enables the evaluation of several interdependent factors to
dene critical parameters that affect drug entrapment effi-
ciency. The use of these screening methods has increased in
recent years.49–51 In the present study, we establish a drug
delivery system using cyclodextrin and copolymer based on
a pH responsive micelle mechanism for CAP drug delivery and
release in colon cancer.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials

b-CD (purity, >98%) was purchased from Sigma. The drug
capecitabine (purity, >99%) was obtained from the Aria Phar-
maceutical Company. Acrylic/maleic copolymer (purity, >92%)
with a molar mass of 70 000 g mol�1 and brand CP 5 powder
were purchased from BASF Germany. Dialysis membrane
(MWCO 12 kDa) was purchased from Sigma. All other reagents
and chemicals were of analytical grade and purchased from
Sigma.
2.2. Characterization

UV-vis absorption measurements were carried out at room
temperature using a UV 1800 spectrophotometer (SHIMADZU,
Japan). The UV-vis spectra of the samples were recorded in the
frequency range of 200–700 nm. Fourier-transform infrared
(FTIR) spectra of the nanocomposite-CAP nanoparticles and
free CAP were obtained using a (Protege 460) FTIR spectrometer
(Nicolet, USA). For the FTIR spectroscopy investigations, 10 mg
of sample were mixed with 100 mg of KBr and pressed into
a pellet. Themeasurements were carried out in the mid-infrared
range of 4000 to 400 cm�1 at a resolution of 4 cm�1, with 100
scans recorded and averaged per spectrum. The surface
morphologies of the free CAP and nanocomposite-CAP nano-
particles were studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM,
PHENOM PRO X, Netherlands) for which all samples were
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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coated with a thin lm of gold under vacuum before micro-
scopic analysis and then viewed under an accelerating voltage of
10 kV at an appropriate magnication. The hydrodynamic
diameter of the nano PMs was measured by dynamic light
scattering using a Horiba SZ100 instrument. The CMC was
measured using the surface tension method and a Kruss K10 ST
tensiometer.
2.3. Preparation of CAP-loaded nano PMs

A co-evaporation method was carried out, in which specic
amounts of CD and copolymer were dissolved in distilled water
and a specic amount of CAP was dissolved in methanol sepa-
rately, which was then added dropwise to the CD solution. The
solution mixture was then stirred at 52 �C at 100 rpm for 7 h,
aer which the clear solution was placed in an oven at 50 �C for
solvent evaporation to occur and was then heated at 40 �C for
24 h to dry completely.52
2.4. Experimental design

The DSD proposed by Jones and Nachtsheim48 was adopted to
investigate the effects of four continuous factors (k¼ 4) for CAP-
loaded nano polymeric micelles that were identied, in
preliminary runs, as potentially important for the drug loading
process, which were the amount of copolymer, temperature,
time and copolymer/cyclodextrin ratio. For each factor, natural
values corresponding to the coded levels of �1, 0 and 1 were
selected to cover a range of values of practical interest based on
the results of preliminary experiments conducted to assess their
individual effect on the entrapment efficiency. Overall, the
experimental design consisted of 13 runs. Of course, it is worth
mentioning that there 13 runs were carried out for four factors,
which were conducted randomly to minimize the effects of
uncontrolled factors. The design, layout and observed entrap-
ment efficiency are shown in Table 1. The design and analysis of
experiments were performed using the statistical soware
Design Expert V11.
Table 1 Experimental design layouts and observed response (y)

Run
X1 (amount
of copolymer), mg

X2 (temperature),
�C

1 400 40
2 300 40
3 200 20
4 400 60
5 200 60
6 400 20
7 200 60
8 300 20
9 200 40
10 200 20
11 400 20
12 300 60
13 400 60

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
2.5. Determination of drug con0074ent and entrapment
efficiency

The drug content of the CAP-loaded nano PMs was determined
by dissolving the formulation in methanol as the nano PMs do
not dissolve in methanol and only the CAP medicine that is not
entrapped dissolves in methanol. This was then centrifuged
and the concentration of free drug in the supernatant was
measured using a UV-vis spectrophotometer at a wavelength of
240 nm, resulting in the amount of drug being absorbed
according to eqn (1) and (2).

Ce ¼ Ci � Cs (1)

EEðentrapment efficiencyÞ ¼ Ce

Ci

� 100 (2)

where Ce is the amount of drug trapped (encapsulated); Ci is the
initial drug value; Cs is the drug value in the supernatant; and
EE is the drug entrapment efficiency.
2.6. In vitro drug release

The release of CAP from nano PMs was studied using pH-
sensitive drug delivery systems employing a dialysis bag in
solutions with different pH values. A certain amount of CAP-
loaded nano PM solution was introduced into the dialysis bag
(cellulose membrane, molecular weight cut off of 12 400 Da).
The bag was hermetically sealed and immersed in 50 mL of
0.1 N hydrochloric acid. The entire arrangement was main-
tained at 37 � 0.5 �C with continuous magnetic stirring at
50 rpm for 2 h. Aer 2 h, the dissolution medium was replaced
with 50 mL of pH 4.5 acetate buffer and the study was extended
for a further 2 h. Uninterruptedly, dissolution was continued in
pH 7.4 phosphate buffer for 24 h. At a selected time interval,
samples were removed and replaced with fresh medium to
maintain sink conditions. The samples were analyzed using
a UV spectrophotometer to determine the CAP content.52–60 The
cumulative release amount of drug (En) was calculated accord-
ing to eqn (3), and the cumulative rate of drug release was
calculated according to eqn (4):
X3 (time),
h

X4 (CP/CD),
ratio

Y (entrapment
efficiency)%

1 5 63.50
5 3 71.75
9 3 51.50
1 3 65.00
5 5 68.25
5 1 56.50
1 1 51.25
1 1 39.75
9 1 62.00
1 5 39.25
9 5 60.75
9 5 73.00
9 1 72.75
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En ¼ V1(C1 + C2 + . + Cn�1) + V0Cn (3)

Cumulative releaseð%Þ ¼ En

mt

� 100 (4)

where V1 is the volume of the drug-delivery medium, Cn is the
concentration of the drug in the drug-delivery medium at the n-
th replacement, V0 is the volume of the initial drug-delivery
medium, and mt is the total drug amount.
Fig. 2 FTIR spectra of bCD, copolymer, CD + Copolymer, CAP and CD
+ Copolymer + CAP complex. Measurements performed as KBr disks.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Characterization

Anti-cancer drug capecitabine is soluble in various solvents;
however, due to the high solubility in methanol and the use of
this solvent in the drug loading step, the spectrophotometry
(UV-vis) spectrum of the drug in Fig. 1 was taken in methanol.
This has two peaks at 240 and 303 nm. The rest of the materials
used in the UV-vis region were not adsorbed.61

The FTIR spectrum of CD in Fig. 2 shows characteristic peaks
at 3400 and 2854 cm�1 due to O–H and C–H stretching vibra-
tions. In addition, peaks at 1650, 1153, 1029, and 841 cm�1 can
be observed that correspond to HOH, C–O, C–O–C glucose units
and the C–O–C of rings of CD, respectively.62–65

In the FTIR spectrum of MA–AA copolymer, the peaks at
1721, 1408 and 2890 cm�1 represent the C]O stretching
vibration, a band for the combination of C–O stretching and
O–H in plane deformation vibration, and aliphatic C–H
stretching vibration, respectively. The peak at 1639 cm�1 in the
spectrum of the MA–AA copolymer represents C–C stretching
vibration. These data suggest the formation of the copol-
ymer.66,67 In the FTIR spectrum of the CD + CP composition, the
peak at 1639 cm�1 represents a C–O stretching vibration, the
vibration of C–O–C can be observed at 1153 cm�1, and the peak
at 1408 cm�1 can be attributed to a combination of C–O
stretching and O–H in-plane deformation vibration. The peaks
at 1721 and 1639 cm�1 can be attributed to the C]O vibration
of COOH and the stretching vibration of C–C, respectively,
Fig. 1 UV-vis spectrum of CAP in methanol.
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which represent the link between CP5 and CD. For CAP the
absorption band appeared were 3519 cm�1 and 3132 cm�1

(O–H stretching and N–H stretching respectively), at 2968
cm�1 shows the C–H stretching, at wave number 2859 cm�1

shows the presence of aldehyde group (CH]O), at 1688.90
cm�1 (pyrimidine carbonyl stretching vibration), at 1606
cm�1 C]C stretching, at 1500 cm�1 shows the N]O bending
vibrations and further at 1245 cm�1 shows the C–N bending
vibrations, at 1041.60 cm�1 and 1206.49 cm�1 (C–F stretch-
ing and tetrahydrofuran ring respectively).68,69 In the spec-
trum of the combination of CD + CP + CAP, the peaks at 1153
and 1029 cm�1 correspond to the C–O and C–O–C glucose
units of CD, the peak at 1245 cm�1 is related to C–N bending
vibrations, that at 1688.90 cm�1 to pyrimidine carbonyl
stretching vibrations, that at 1606 cm�1 to the C]C
stretching of CAP, the peak at 1408 cm�1 is due to a combi-
nation of C–O stretching and the O–H in-plane deformation
vibration of CP, where the index peaks of each component
are clearly visible.
3.2. Surface morphology analysis

Morphology studies were performed on samples using a SEM
(PHENOM PRO X). Fig. 3(a and b) shows that part a is the drug
CAP and b shows spherical balls of the drug loaded in the nano
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 SEM images of (a) CAP and (b) CAP-loaded nano PMs, and (c) the particle size of nano PMs measured by DLS and (d) determination of the
CMC using a surface tension method.
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PMs. The hydrodynamic diameter of the suspended nano-
particles was measured by dynamic light scattering, as shown in
Fig. 3(c). The CMC value was 127 mg L�1, as shown in Fig. 3(d).
These results indicate uniform spherical shapes of the material
with diameters of around 50–150 nm.
3.3. Drug entrapment efficiency (EE)

Aer loading the drug inside the nano PMs and drying them
inside an oven, as the nano PMs are not dissolvable inmethanol
but the drug can be completely dissolved in methanol, 20 mL of
methanol was added to the nano PMs and the mixture was
stirred for 5 min. The mixture was then centrifuged at 4500 rpm
for 10 min, aer which the supernatant was separated and its
UV-vis spectrum was measured at 240 nm.
Table 2 Estimates of the regression coefficients of the model

Term Coeff. p-Value

Intercept 71.75 —
A-CP 4.63 0.0343
B-temperature 8.25 0.0148
C-time 6.13 0.0232
D-CP/CD 2.25 0.0024
3.4. Evaluation of signicant variables by DSD

Analysis of DSD data was carried out via a two-step procedure
involving a stepwise regression. We could be obtained by using
the stepwise selection procedure with a p-value to enter terms
in the model of 0.05, the results of which are presented in
Table 2.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
3.5. Optimization of effective factors in drug loading

Here, we examine the factors together, starting with the amount
of copolymer and temperature factors. As shown in Fig. 4(a),
with an increase in the amount of copolymer, there is an
increase in entrapment efficiency. One of the factors that greatly
affect the percentage of drug loading is the temperature asso-
ciated with the drug loading step, which was 20–60 �C.
According to the results, upon increasing the temperature up to
52 �C, the percentage of drug entrapment efficiency increased
and then decreased, probably due to the degradation effect that
temperature has on the micelles. Another parameter that has
a great effect on the percentage of drug loading is the reaction
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 4681–4691 | 4685



Fig. 4 Showing the simultaneous effects and 3D surface and contour plots of R (%) response for drug entrapment efficiency by nano PMs.
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time and drugmixing with the nano PMs. The reaction time was
a period of 1 to 9 h, aer which the percentage of drug
entrapment efficiency was measured. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the
loading rate increased with increasing reaction time until
maximum loading of the drug was achieved aer 7 h of reaction.
Another item that was examined was the weight ratio of
copolymer to cyclodextrin, which was evaluated in ratios of 1 to
5, and the percentage of entrapment efficiency was measured.
As indicated in Fig. 4(c), the highest percentage of drug loading
is obtained in the ratio 4 copolymer to cyclodextrin, which is
probably related to the formation of micelle. The interactions of
Table 3 Results of the repeatability of the testing and compliance with
the design of the experiments

Experiment
Entrapment
efficiency% Average SD Acceptable range Theory

1 80.88 79.68 1.07 78.61–80.75 80.55
2 79.35
3 78.81

4686 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 4681–4691
the parameters can be seen in Fig. 4(d–f). In optimal conditions,
the drug loading amount was 80.50%. According to the results
obtained in optimal conditions (Table 3), and the standard
deviation value, it was determined that the design of the
experiment performed with the practical test was in line with
the predicted range.
3.6. Comparison of the drug entrapment efficiency

For this purpose, the percentage of drug loading was tested
under several different sets of conditions, the results of which
are shown in Fig. 5. In the rst stage, only CD was used in the
method described for drug loading, in which the percentage
capture was 27%. In the second stage, drug loading was ach-
ieved with hydroxypropyl-b-cyclodextrin (HPbCD), which gave
a value of 32%. In the third stage, the drug was tested with
copolymer alone, with a percentage drug loading of 18%. And
then with HPbCD and copolymer, which gave a value of 58%. In
the nal stage of drug loading with CD and copolymer, a value
of 80.5% was obtained. Given that the percentage of drug
loading with HPbCD was greater than that of CD, it was
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Comparison of the spectra showing the drug loading of the
different compounds.
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expected that coagulation in HPbCD with copolymer would be
greater than CD with the copolymer. If this is the opposite, it
has a lower percentage of drug loading, which is probably due to
the higher solubility of HPbCD than the CD, which makes the
Fig. 6 Release of CAP in (a) an acidic environment, (b) an alkaline enviro

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
conditions for the creation of the micelle soer and less drug in
the micelle be imprisoned.
3.7. In vitro drug release

The release of CAP was carried out for 2 h in an acidic solution
of HCl 0.1 M and then 2 h in acetate buffer solution, before
being placed in alkaline phosphate buffer in a dialysis bag at
37 �C. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the amount of CAP release during
the rst two hours, which is in the acidic medium (pH ¼ 1.2), is
less than 4%, of which about 2% is at the very rst moment,
probably due to unloaded drugs and residues at the compound
level. It can be said that the percentage of release in this envi-
ronment is around 2%, as the polymer component of the
synthesized compound in the acidic environment forms
a closed loop that preserves the drug and does not allow its
release. In the next stage, in the acetate buffer, the percentage of
drug release reaches about 18%, of which 4% is related to the
acidic medium before, and about 14% is related to the acetate
buffer medium, which is also formed is stable. Therefore, the
percentage of drug release is slow and low.

But aer these 4 hours, release occurs in a phosphate buffer
and pH 7.4 is similar to that of the colon, as shown in Fig. 6(b),
release in this environment is performed at a faster and more
controlled speed. This is because the formed micelles are
nment and (c) from pH 1.2 to pH 7.4.

RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 4681–4691 | 4687



Fig. 7 Mechanism of CAP drug release from the micelles.
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opened in this environment and the drug is released in
a controlled manner. As can be seen from Fig. 6(c), aer around
40 h, 97% of the drug is released, which indicates the high
efficiency of the synthesized composition in the controlled
transfer of CAP to reach the colon environment. It is worth
mentioning that UV-vis spectrophotometry was used tomeasure
the release of the drug. For each environment, a separate cali-
bration curve was drawn along with the release conditions, and
the percentage of release according to the calibration curve was
obtained in the same environment.
3.8. Drug release mechanism

In Fig. 7, the mechanism of the drug release is that the micelles
are formed by a surface layer of CD, with the internal layer
comprising copolymer and drug. At pH 1.2, the micelles are
completely closed and do not allow the release of drugs. At pH
4.5, the micelles open slightly and some of the drug is released,
but there is not much freedom of action given to the drug.
Finally, at 7.4 pH, the micelles begin to fully open and the drug
is released in a controlled manner. Thus, the pH of the
surrounding medium relative to respective pKa and pKb values
of the pendant groups is related to the swelling of polyacids
with acidic or basic pendant groups. For an anionic matrix (with
–COOH groups), if the medium pH is more than the pKa of the
acidic groups of the polymers, ionization of the acidic groups of
the polymer matrix occurs, resulting in the formation of set
negative charges (–COO�) on the polymer backbone, with the
positive charges (H+) mobile in the uid medium. Hence, there
exists an electrostatic repulsion between the polymer chains,
leading to the swelling of the matrix and at the same time de-
swelling occurs if the pH is less than the pKa.70 The drug-
release behaviour of nano PMs micelles with different pH
values is shown in Fig. 7. In terms of nano PMs micelles, the
release of CAP at pH 1.2 within 2 h accounts for only 4%,
indicating that the drug is well-protected in the simulated
gastric uid. At pH 7.4, 70.4% CAP was released within 12 h and
97% was released within 36 h, where the release of CAP was
signicantly hastened under simulated colon conditions. Fig. 7
illustrates the drug-release mechanism at different pH values.
The nano PMs chains curl up in the acidic environment and
may tightly wrap around the hydrophobic core, making it
difficult for the CAP to be released. In a neutral environment,
the carboxyl groups are gradually deprotonated and the nano
4688 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 4681–4691
PMs chains relax, hence, the CAP can be steadily released.
Considering the environmental changes in the human body,
a small amount of the drug can be released in the stomach, and
when the nano PMs micelles reach the colon, the drug is
released continuously. This release pattern of the nano PMs
micelles is in accordance with the requirements for oral
administration of a drug.71
4. Conclusion

We synthesized amphiphilic copolymer PMs, which could be
induced to self-assemble into spherical nanomicelles. The
results showed that the combination of CD with acrylic maleic
copolymer exhibits a much better performance than the single
components alone in terms of drug loading. A novel design of
experiments (DOE) approach was successfully employed to
understand and optimize the formulation and process param-
eters for the preparation of the nano PMs, ensuring quality
assurance in the product development process. It was found
that a simple and inexpensive method could be used to
formulate anticancer drugs that could be better controlled and
targeted to release the drug to reduce complications and make
themmore effective. One of the major uses of CAP drug therapy
is in colon cancer. In this research, we tried to develop nano
PMs that have a low release rate before entering the intestines to
aim for maximum drug release in the colon environment. The
results show that the nano PMs meet this requirement well,
with over 80% of the drug being released into the colon envi-
ronment. The present study proves that nano PMs could be
a promising and potential material for the formulation of
anticancer drugs such as CAP to provide effective treatment for
colon cancer.
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